
 
CHOOSING YOUR CONFIRMATION SPONSOR 

 
Prayerfully consider who you would like to ask to be your Confirmation Sponsor.  A 
sponsor for a Confirmation candidate is meant to provide spiritual help to the candidate 
(Catechism 1311).  It should be someone whose faith life inspires you, someone you admire.   
 
The Canonical requirements for Sponsors are listed below; please take time to review them.  
Talk it over with your parents and when you’ve made your decision, write a brief 
letter/email or phone call to your intended Sponsor asking them for their support as your 
Sponsor for your Confirmation.  Be sure to tell them why you would like their support as 
your Sponsor; what brought them to mind when considering who you would like to have as 
your Confirmation Sponsor?    

 

The Role of the Sponsor                                                                
The sponsor is to take care that the confirmed person behaves as a true witness of Christ and faithfully fulfills 
the obligations inherent in this Sacrament.” (Canon 892) 

- Represents the Church to the candidate and is responsible for inviting him or her into a closer relationship 
with Christ and His Church. 

- Shares his/her faith story with the candidate. 
- Prays for and prays with the candidate. 
- Attends the Confirmation rehearsal and the Liturgy of Confirmation. 
- At the time of Confirmation, will present the candidate to the Bishop and say that he/she is ready to receive 

the Sacrament. 
- Will continue to be there for the candidate and lend spiritual support after the Confirmation ceremony is 

over. 
 

Canonical Requirements for Sponsors (Canon 874) 
The Universal Church specifies that a sponsor must: 

- Have completed the 16th year of age. 
- Be a Catholic who has received the Sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation and Eucharist. 
- Lead an active life of faith (e.g. weekly attendance at Sunday Mass, regular reception of the sacraments of 

the Eucharist and Reconciliation, etc.) 
- Not be the father or mother of the one to be Confirmed. (Parents can stand as proxy for a sponsor of 

record) 
- Godparents are the desired choice for a sponsor. 

 

Parish Requirements for Sponsors 
Sponsor must provide a Sponsor Certificate of Eligibility/Sponsor Referral initiated from their home 
parish, written on that parish’s letterhead and sealed/signed by the priest, stating that he or she is a 
practicing Catholic in good standing.  Due TBD. 
NOTE: Sponsors who attended St. Joan of Arc PSR and were confirmed at St. Joan of Arc need not submit a form.  

Form can be submitted the following ways:  
 1) Hand in   
 2) Mail To: St Joan of Arc Catholic Church 

        PSR Office Attn: Margie Gesell 
        10700 Liberty Rd South 
        Powell, Ohio   43065 

3) Emailed to: mspaperwork@stjoanofarcpowell.org 
Candidate may choose only ONE sponsor. 

We recommend that one sponsor per candidate as the relationship demands such a significant time 
commitment and personal attention from the sponsor that it would be difficult to meaningfully develop the 
relationship envisioned by the Church if a sponsor had more than one candidate. However, if there are 
extenuating circumstances please contact the middle school coordinator.  
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